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About This Game

Lead a superpowered team of "Superlatives" to defend 19th-century Victorian London! Battle a Martian warship, clockwork
monsters, and nefarious inventors.

The Superlatives: Aetherfall is a 260,000-word interactive novel by Alice Ripley. It’s entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The prestigious Society for the Advancement of Individuals of Superlative Talent and the Protection of the Queen has invited
you to become their newest member! But on the very day the Society plans to initiate you, unknown Villains destroy the Society
headquarters and kidnap your colleagues! As the sole remaining full member of the Superlative Society, you must initiate new

recruits to investigate the abduction.

Meet your team: Nimble—faster than lightning; Wailer—a "banshee" with sharp blades and sonic shriek attacks; Arturek—the
gruff Martian warrior; Tua—a Venusian who commands the power of plants; and Black Orchid—a strangely familiar new
recruit. Your efforts are bolstered by your faithful Clockwork assistant, Gatsby, and your always-butting-in rival, Hallow.

Will your gain your team’s trust and convince them to work together, or will they fall apart under the pressure? Will you cut a
deal with London’s Villains, or even turn the Society into Villains yourself? Will you trust the mysterious Dusk and Mr. Ink,

who offer you help, or will you uncover their many secrets?
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 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, bisexual, asexual, or aromantic

 Draw power from your preternatural nature, alien heritage, or genius gadgets

 Protect the Earth from torrential aetherfalls

 Keep your identity secret from your nosy landlady, Mrs. Rathbone

 Negotiate with minute Mercurian monarchs (Mercurians stand only four inches tall)

 Push your teammates to transcend their origins or pursue their destiny

 Foil the Nefarious Clockwork Contraptions of Dr. Eisengeist and discover his origins

Don your mask, take to the skies, and God save the Queen!
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. Should you buy this DLC?
No, not worth....

Pilot pack offers you 1 new stratagem, 1 new weapon and outfit

 AC-5 Arc Shotgun - To be honest its very weak weapon and it have short range also charging its veryyyy
long...useless gun

 EXO-48 'Obsidian' - Mech is good against illuminates but it isnt anti-tank so its medium...

 Pilot outfit - Not my taste, looks ugly for me. You can fight like a Krogan, run like a leopard
But you'll never be better than Commander Shepard
. THIS GAME IS THE BEST GAME EVER!!!!. It's kinda like Zelda II: the Adventure of Link, but good. This
Review Has Spoilers***

This game is one of the best point and click adventure games I've ever played in awhile, it has some flaws but I'll
get to it within a minute ;) And I would like you to keep in mind that this is just my opinion of the demo! I
haven't bought the full game yet but I'm willing to! Totally recommended.

First of all.. the art style was just gorgeous! Varenje definitely has one of the most family friendly art style that
I'll ever see in awhile. It's one of those games that you can recognize even a year later. I really really liked the
transformation between the game and the real world, and how it's all in this protagonist's head and not just a
silly game. I'm sure they get more into the story as the game progresses. The games difficulty is perfectly
balanced, the hint system is very handy. Most of the other point and click adventure games have a hint system
too but Varenje's one really speaks out for itself with its simplicity. And the pricing of it seems just fine tbh!
These are just the positives to this game! keep in my that this is my demo review.

The game is good BUT, it has some bad sides like any other game. One of the things that really annoyed me in
the game was the voice acting. The game is already made and obviously they can't probably patch it now but
man was it bad. The voice actors don't sound real at all. Their sentences didn't even match up with the subtitles!
Like, I'm sure they could've handled that better. The music was ok, but when it stopped, you wouldn't hear it
again for a long while. And when you are doing puzzles and such, the repeated songs annoy you a lot and
prevent you from focusing.
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That's pretty much it! I think Varenje's positive sides stand more than its negatives! This was only my demo
review although, I might change my mind after I purchase the other parts. I definitely recommend this game to
those who love point and click adventure games. I would give it a 8/10!
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Skills... So many skills missing made me go back and redo my character which in more like made me nuts trying to figure what
the hell am I missing. The two games we're wonderful easy fused of the skills you had first to the second, now the Third... Oh
boy let me tell you it's just requires Specific skills to actually progress and you can say goodbye to your OP Character cause
apparently hes Willpower is short or something else.. Good idea: Making a rhythm game where the beatmaps make sense and, if
they're needed, visual cues are unobstructed.

Bad idea: Making a rhythm game where the beatmaps seem to follow random elements and instruments of each song,
sometimes changing multiple times throughout any one verse or chorus. A verse, for instance, could start following the drums
on the downbeat, then suddenly switch to following the guitar riff, or the vocalists' phrasings, then switch for the bassline for
some reason. Also, mae sure that the visual cues are obstructed and entirely difficult to follow with bad camera angles and full
character models blocking the playfield.

KickBeat is ♥♥♥♥♥♥ and I didn't need to play it more than 15 minutes to realize that was $7 wasted.. This is an... interesting
experiment. And by that, I mean this seems like someone's first attempt at making one of these games, and they seem to have
done adequate. The plot is a bit contrived, but decent enough. Through a bit of comedic timing, you William, are turned into a
girl because your boss\/friend decided to insult a witch... who turned him into a butterfly. Note: You said nothing to the witch
for good or ill...

Now you seek a way to turn yourself back... while also changing the world... because that's the way things are done.

Will you succeed? Probably. But it will be fun while you try!. I really digged it because I got to play with my kids. Definitely a
more child-level strategy/adventure game, but still fun. Finished the game in less than four hours. You could probably finish it in
three without the "help" of a little one. Worth the 5 bucks.. Started the game on the ship that you can land a helo on, took a helo
from there to the coast, and failed at landing, but it was very fun and a great time, great job, def going to keep followig this
game, got it loaded on both PC and Laptop. This game is good for the price. There's a few issues with the writing that I assume
is due to translation errors, but they don't take away from gameplay so I don't see it as as much of an issue as others might.
There isn't an in-game slider for volume as far as I can tell, but that's fine because I usually change the volume of games with
the volume mixer rather than in-game settings anyways, though I could see it as a potential negative for some. It was hard to
learn the timing of blocking, at least for me(but I think I'm just bad). There's a quirky mechanic of you recover faster when
music is playing based on how loud the music is, and I think it would be cooler if the music was on more often. From what I
gather, there's stages, and in each stage there's a selection of characters. You have a starter character in every stage and unlock
new ones by beating them. You need to unlock a certain amount of characters in the stage to move on to the next. There's a
review complaining that there wasn't 100 characters, but I'm assuming that's because they stopped playing before they unlocked
a new stage and didn't understand how it worked. Each character has different stats and an ability. My favorite so far is the first
stage's starter character (Wizard) who has Backtrack. When you get punched there's a chance to reset your character's health
and durability(I'll get into this later) to 2 and a half seconds from the time you got punched. It's a good safeguard against
characters who do a lot of damage per hit, or those with high body hardness.

So, here's how the fighting works. You got Light Left Punch, Light Right Punch, Heavy Left Punch, Heavy Right Punch,
Backstep, Dash, Dodge(but pressing backstep and dash at the same time), Block Right, and Block Left. When you hit with an
attack, your fist loses durability. If you break a fist, you can't use it until it regenerates. If your opponent blocks a punch, your
fist loses extra durability based on their body hardness. Your fist has more durability based on your fist hardness. Dash moves
you a small amount towards your opponent quickly, Backstep does the opposite. Dodge moves you slightly back, and some
characters have abilities that activate when you successfully dodge an attack. Your fists and hp regenerate over time.
When you land a hit, you get a point and your opponent takes damage to their hp. You win a round at 12 points or if your
opponent runs out of hp. The battles are in best of seven, so winning four rounds wins the match(and unlocks the opponent's
character for you if you haven't already).

Some last takeaways of what I want in possible future updates(I'm not sure if the devs are planning on continuously updating the
game, but hey):
I would really appreciate a slider to tone down the visuals. They look really cool, but sometimes block my vision from the
opponent's right side, meaning I don't know if I should be blocking or not immediately after I get hit.
If possible I would appreciate a way to fight against other humans, or change the AI difficulty.
Some more music would be nice, at least enough to have consistent background music to make use of that recharge
mechanic(possibly even having music that gets more frantic as someone gets closer to winning a round or something).
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Overall, I'd recommend the game, if at least give support for something that might be amazing in the future :). Degraded quality
compared to the previous versions of the game. Too bad, the music is actually good.. Another beautiful VN wrote by Ebi-Hime.
This one, also quite short (~1.2 hours)

It deals with some heavy themes, and it's worth the price.

Feedback wanted:
The Frozen Factory is still fresh and raw from its release, so there's every chance there's balance and progression issues. If
you've got any feedback, please plop it here:

http://steamcommunity.com/app/254200/discussions/0/365172547954266542/. Update - Our Approach to Analytics:
We created Waltz of the Wizard to be an accessible and polished experience for everyone to enjoy. Our goal was to make a fun
introduction to VR that expressed our vision for the medium — believable worlds that capture reality, where everything is fully
interactive. After years of developing VR content, we concluded that the industry needed better tools to help overcome
challenges in VR software development. No adequate tools existed, so we began building our own made-for-VR tool suite. The
suite is similar to analytics in core function and its purpose is to help accelerate the VR production process, to enable more
sophisticated content designs and to ensure the user experience is of the highest quality possible.

When Waltz of the Wizard is installed its accompanying license agreement describes analytics information collection. As of
today we’re adding an option to opt-out of all analytics in Waltz of the Wizard, which can now be found in the intro scene of the
experience. In this post we want to clarify further why we are collecting this information, how it helps us and also emphasize
that we only store anonymous information and only for the purposes of improving software quality.

To explain in more detail what our analytics entail, it’s useful to underline why we made them: Interactive virtual realities are
more complex than conventional software. Designing for VR and physical immersion is largely uncharted territory, presenting
an entirely new range of development challenges and design factors. On top of core design complexities like natural
interactions, the content also needs to work with a diverse range of new hardware and take real-world factors into account such
as play area sizes and gameplay modes like standing, forward-facing and room-scale. Quality assurance alone can be
nightmarish. For these reasons, new types of analytics tools are important to ensure that content is having the exact impact
intended.

Designed to help build Waltz of the Wizard and experiences that take advantage of the medium, our tools served a crucial role
in all production phases; improving interactions and timing of events, visual designs and audio cues. During development we
used local tools for playtesting to iteratively improve on all aspects of the gameplay and, after launching, we produced a
networked solution used in a targeted manner to further ensure a good experience for the broadest possible range of users.
Unlike our local tools, the networked version collects more conventional aggregate data and occasionally samples a few seconds
of device motions for specific game mechanics where we need to make absolutely certain that they work as intended in real
world settings. These are randomly sampled from a portion of anonymous users at strategic locations or events, so sampling may
not occur at all depending on the actions performed and how long a session is. This sampling allows us to better understand the
usage of key game elements after deployment, serving as a way to identify issues and opportunities to improve.

With interactive worlds like Waltz of the Wizard that aim to simulate aspects of reality, there is no way to test every imaginable
scenario beforehand and there is always something to improve. VR specific analysis tools will play a crucial role in the future of
VR, enabling creators to work in a more targeted manner on more advanced content, developing more efficiently and with
greater confidence in their design choices.

We hope this post helps shed more light on our development efforts and how we see the role of analytics in the VR production
process. As always, we welcome your feedback and thank you for the continued support.
  - The Aldin team
. Vote for Overcooked! 2 & Yoku’s Island Express at The Game Awards!:
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One of the biggest events in the gaming calendar, The Game Awards[thegameawards.com], is fast approaching and we’re
extremely proud to see that not just one but TWO Team17 releases have been nominated for awards this year!

First up, chaotic co-op cooking game Overcooked! 2 has been nominated for Best Family Game, while pinball-Metroidvania 
Yoku’s Island Express is up for Best Debut Indie Game!

It means so much to the hard-working people at the Team17 studio, as well as our Games Label partners at Ghost Town Games
and Villa Gorilla to be recognised in these categories, but we’d be over the moon if they won. Maybe we’re biased, but we think
they deserve it!

How you can help!
The Game Awards winners are decided by a mix of independent judges and fan votes, and in the case of Best Debut Indie Game
– in which Yoku’s Island Express is running – the category is 100% decided by fans.

We want to spread the word about these two great games and encourage more people to play them, and we can’t do it without
you! So if you’ve played either of these gems and would like to help out then please head to The Game Awards website and cast
your vote[thegameawards.com]!

Please note that it is possible to vote once per 24 hours (if you’re feeling super passionate about the awards) and doing so will
increase the chances that your game of choice wins. So too will taking advantage of the option to share your choice to social
media when prompted to do so.

Try the Yoku’s Island Express demo!
If you haven’t played Yoku’s Island Express and would like to try it before voting, there’s a free demo available on the Steam
page. Why not give it a whirl and find out what all the fuss is about…

Thank you all for reading (and hopefully voting[thegameawards.com]). We’ll see you all at The Game Awards on December
6th!
. Pixel Game Maker MV - Now on Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that this week, we'll be offering Pixel Game Maker MV - the latest entry in the Maker series,
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currently being distributed by Playism - at a 20% off discount for our Weekly Sale.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV allows you to create all sorts of original games without any programming ability required whatsoever.
For example, you could even create your own version of La-Mulana 2!

*This image features a boss battle created using Pixel Game Maker MV.

Pixel Game Maker MV is currently in Early Access, and we're in the process of gathering feedback and requests from many of
our players. Don't miss this opportunity to give the title a spin!

We hope you enjoy Pixel Game Maker MV!

Other Languages. BattleRush 2 Announce:
World War II, the eastern front of Germany. 2 nations - the USSR and Germany will fight in fierce battles. More than 20 types
of vehicles and cars, 30 types of small arms, new types of crafting.
Realistic ballistics, physics. Damage zones for characters. Convenient player controller, new features - sprint, creep.
Improved control of tanks, cars, new functions. Civilians with AI. New graphics and effects.
Many new nations, weapons, armored vehicles are closer to release.

The open alpha is coming soon!
Follow the news.
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. September 13, 205 Patch #2:

You now get XP from achievements.

You can no longer see XP left and XP gained when you're LvL 500. (max lvl)

Fixed a bug in the HUD which would sometimes display negative health / armor.
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Fred will now be able to kill infected humans.

Fixed some bad bugs which overrided the sk_ commands for head, chest, etc dmg when hitting certain hitgroups @
npcs.

You can now set a unique glow color on the bb2_prop_button.

The game_manager will now have an output called OnStartGame which is fired whenever a new round starts. Use this
instead of logic_auto!

The game_manager's round play feature will reset if you fail a round.

Fixed an issue which would not end the game when you used the game_manager's round play feature when you played
through all the rounds.

Fixed a bug which would decrease the damage of all firearms by 50% when attacking zombies.

Added a damage indication overlay hud.

You will no longer become a human when the classic no team change by zombie kills is in effect when you're infected.

Changed the XP system to now give you all the XP, before it would only give you the XP needed to level up which
means it would ignore any amount higher than needed. So let's say you had 400/500 XP and got 200 XP, it would ignore
the extra 100 XP.

You can now set the arena reinforcement count, arena respawn time, survival rounds and survival round time in the map
properties @ hammer. If you leave them at zero they will use the default values @ convars.

. Play Wizards Tourney online using Parsec:

Parsec is a platform that allows you to play online in games that only have local multiplayer (like Wizards Tourney). In Parsec
you can find other wizards to play with.
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Using Parsec is very easy and completely free. One of the players will be the host and will stream the game to the other players,
who will then be able to control their characters using their own controllers from their homes.

How to play. Patch. FPS and Controls.:

Hi, everybody!. 1.1 Hotfix Updated!:
v 1.1 hotfix (14/05/2019)

Release Note:
- Software reliability improved.
- Unused resources are removed in game file.

v 2.0 update including Online Multi-player System will be released in December 2019.

Thank you:)
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